We met recently with the leadership of the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) Division of Chemistry and Toxicology Devices to discuss concerns about the heterogeneity of analytical and clinical protocols used in studies for clearance of cardiac troponin assays. We, as experts, are frequently asked to help with the evaluation of new cardiac troponin assays and are aware of variability between the specific protocols used, which are difficult to understand, but which likely reflect differences in the various companies’ interpretations of what elements are mandated by the FDA. We advocated to the FDA the use of standardized study protocols to reduce complexity and permit better comparisons among methods and provided suggestions to achieve these goals. Attending from the FDA’s Division of Chemistry and Toxicology Devices in the Office of In Vitro Diagnostics and Radiological Health were the Division Director, the Branch Chief of Cardio-Renal Devices, Medical Officers, and Reviewers.

Although the FDA seemed supportive, it must be made clear that the opinions expressed here are those of the authors and do not represent those of the FDA. It was our impression that the FDA was in favor of uniform protocols, especially if developed by national organizations; they even expressed a willingness to participate. The FDA indicated, and we concurred, a need to evaluate protocols within the context of the sponsor’s specific claims. The FDA leadership stated that it does not mandate the number of participants needed in a study, the specific criteria for diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI), or approaches used in reference interval studies. Rather, the FDA emphasized that manufacturers should present properly designed and powered studies to support their claims. The FDA indicated that it will provide feedback on study design before study implementation. Our impression was that once a protocol is finalized, the FDA felt strongly that deviations from the original design should not occur. This article presents important issues for manufacturers to discuss with the FDA, along with our suggestions for unifying study protocols.

We provided recommendations to the FDA on several points: (a) the number of reference individuals for determination of a 99th percentile upper reference limit; (b) limit of quantification; (c) total imprecision requirements; (d) enrollment of subjects for diagnostic studies; (e) patient adjudication processes; and (f) clinical endpoints and time limits to assess outcomes. A primary focus was to ensure that the suggested protocols also apply to high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays.

First we focused on the determination of the 99th percentile upper reference limit. It is clear that more rigorous screening of the reference population results in lower values (1). We suggested a balance between the practical extent of evaluations and the depth of prescreening. IFCC guidelines (2) suggest that a minimum of 300 men and 300 women, appropriately distributed by race, ethnicity, and age, including individuals > 60 years, are required to determine sex-specific values. We proposed the use of health questionnaires along with measured biomarkers such as N-terminal pro-B–type natriuretic peptide and estimated glomerular filtration rate to screen for eligibility. We suggested the creation of a common specimen bank for normal reference studies with adequate numbers of aliquoted samples to enable widespread distribution.

We advocated the use of whole numbers (nanograms per liter) for high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays to avoid mistakes related to expressing the results with a large number of zeroes (2). Because even values of high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays within the reference interval contain prognostic information (3), we suggested that concentrations should be reported to the limit of quantification (20% CV concentration) to facilitate risk stratification. We advocated reporting the 10% CV concentration as well.
This imprecision value should be present at the 99th percentile for all high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays (2). We suggested defining the limit of detection (LoD) with Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute guidelines (5). Assuming the analytical LoD is at a concentration with \( \leq 20\% \) CV, the percentage of measurable normal individuals with concentrations higher than LoD should be reported. This provides 1 measure of analytical sensitivity. We supported the IFCC recommendations (2) that high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays be defined by the ability to (a) measure \( \geq 50\% \) of normal individuals above the LoD and (b) have a \( \leq 10\% \) CV at the 99th percentile for sex-specific values. We advocated that the FDA ask companies to make quality control materials at the 99th percentile value; they concurred with this as a shortcoming.

We next transitioned to clinical issues pertaining to cardiac troponin. In the emergency department (ED), cardiac troponin values are used to detect myocardial injury and distinguish acute presentations from chronic structural diseases (6); with the use of high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays, this practice will become more common (7). AMI is only 1 reason for acute cardiac injury. In the ED, clinicians try to exclude acute cardiac injury rapidly while making sure it is not missed. The former is important because when EDs are overwhelmed, outcomes are negatively impacted (8). Because chest pain is a common complaint, rapid decisions in this group would have a major impact on patient flow and outcomes. High-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays will likely decrease the time for ruling out AMI in low-risk patients (40% of the population) to 2 to 3 h (9, 10). Acute cardiac injury is diagnosed with a combination of clinical presentation, electrocardiogram (ECG), imaging studies, and cardiac troponin measures. Key to this determination is a changing pattern of cardiac troponin values (4, 6, 10). However, many published studies in this area are flawed (11). We did not advocate that criteria for cardiac troponin changes over time become a regulatory requirement, but suggested that the FDA mandate a consistent approach toward this determination. We suggested that FDA assay clearance also be allowed for detection of cardiac injury as well as AMI since it is often difficult to determine the exact cause of cardiac troponin release in the ED. This suggestion is consistent with the universal definition of MI.

In general, the FDA clears cardiac troponin assays to aid in the diagnosis of AMI. We suggested that acute cardiac injury might be a better metric owing to the ambiguities in defining the exact cause of cardiac injury. It is often difficult to determine a yes or no answer in every patient, especially in the ED. Such attempts may lead to misclassifications or leave some patients in an ambiguous category that manufacturers believe is frowned on by the FDA. The FDA did not object to the concept of considering a claim for acute cardiac injury if manufacturers propose appropriate studies and endpoints to support that claim.

The concept of using only analytical comparisons and concordance around the 99th percentiles to clear a cardiac troponin assay as a biomarker of myocardial injury was discussed. At least 1 assay has a claim “to aid in the assessment of myocardial damage” (12). We questioned whether this assay could be used as a predicate by other manufacturers seeking a cardiac injury claim, as is the case with other tests, without the need for clinical adjudication. It was our impression that the FDA was resolve that clinical outcomes were essential because cardiac troponin assays are not standardized, and it would be difficult to determine, for discrepancies, which assay was correct without clinical information.

It was indicated that with high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays, a rising cardiac troponin pattern would likely be seen in about 20% of ED patients (7). Thus, the number of patients needed to give a study the appropriate statistical power might be reduced. The FDA pointed out that they do not dictate the number of study participants, but rather that manufacturers need to substantiate their enrollment protocols with appropriately powered statistics to demonstrate equivalence to previously cleared assays. The FDA acknowledged that with high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assays, a larger number of patients with non-acute coronary syndrome myocardial injury will be detected, thereby decreasing the clinical specificity of these assays for AMI (7, 10). We were of the impression that often the FDA expects all patients to be categorized as either having AMI or not having AMI despite the ambiguities described above. The FDA clarified that the adjudication plan depends on the claims being pursued and the study design to support them. It was our impression that if a manufacturer’s claim for its assay was to be used to aid in the diagnosis of AMI, that the FDA expects the manufacturer to determine the conditions that led to the increased cardiac troponin values in patients not diagnosed with AMI, by use of the adjudication approach, and to include this information in the clinical labeling. We requested that the FDA consider using only 1 adjudicator for determining a “no AMI” diagnosis in patients with no increases of cardiac troponin, a normal ECG, and negative imaging findings. The FDA responded that typically >1 adjudicator is used to minimize bias, and those considering this approach should discuss this point with the agency.

Finally, length and nature of follow-up for adverse outcomes for risk stratifications was addressed. We requested that the FDA consider the use of a 30-day endpoint for risk assessment in acute coronary syndromes, which is supported by current guidelines (13). For outcomes in patients with increased cardiac troponin without acute coronary syndromes, longer times for event...
reporting, perhaps up to 6 months, appear more appro-
riate. The FDA stated that although it does not mandate
the type of follow-up, it recommends that the follow-up
approach be accurate, consistent for all subjects, and clin-
ically meaningful. The FDA indicated that it had recom-
manded follow-up for longer time periods on the basis of
information provided by their panel experts, who were
not identified. The FDA specifically objected to the idea
that 1-year follow-up with ECGs was essential.

It is time to have uniformity among protocols in
how cardiac troponin assays are analytically and clinici-
ly validated to facilitate between assay comparisons.
We believe this could occur if companies worked to-
gether along with the clinical and laboratory commu-
nities to develop scientifically robust and consistent ap-
proaches. We hope our dialogue with the FDA will
facilitate its involvement in this process.
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